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INTRODUCTION

• Several automatic code generation approaches transform sequential or high-level parallel codes to low-level parallel programs for distributed-memory clusters.
• They abstract many issues related to the execution platform, while also deliver good performance.
• However, they generate a generic code that cannot take into account some specific details about the execution machine.

RELATED WORK

• Task-oriented approaches imply performance penalties in distributed-memory systems because of: Management of distributed queues, synchronization and load balancing mechanisms, or data communications due to dynamic task scheduling and/or migration.
• Static-scheduled approaches: They are compile-time solutions with their corresponding constraints: Compile-time choices, or compiler scalability problems.

PROPOSAL

Proposal:
We propose to move to runtime, part of the compile-time analysis needed to generate the communication code for distributed-memory systems, in order to better exploit the capabilities of the execution platforms.

Problems:
• Could we efficiently represent and manage polyhedra at runtime?
• Could we efficiently perform part of the compile-time analysis needed to generate communication code for distribute-memory systems at runtime?

How do we solve the problems?

• Representation: Using a distributed-memory-specialized Hierarchical Tiling Array library, named Hitmap [1], to manage hyperrectangular shapes at runtime. It provides:
  1. Domain index set operations such us intersections, or unions.
  2. Functionalities to determine the data mapped to any process at run-time, with no control data communication.
  3. Functionalities to store and reuse data communication patterns in an object.
• Analysis: Our approach calculates communication patterns by intersecting at runtime the index space read or written by a remote process, with the index space written or read by the local process. Communication patterns are added to an object.

Benefits:
• Exact communications:
  1. No control data exchange is needed among processes. At runtime, every process can determine the data space assigned, read, or written by the others.
  2. No redundant data communications. Replicated instances on the same index space can be purged when they are added to the communication object.
• Coarse-grained communications:
  1. Only one communication operation between each pair of processes is done.
  2. Choices such as the tile size, or the data partition method, can be decided at runtime. The communications patterns are adapted at construction.

RESULTS

The time spent by our runtime calculation is several orders of magnitude smaller than the computation and the communication execution times for the tested cases. The technique currently supports affine and periodic expressions.

CONCLUSION

We present a compiler/run-time approach to calculate communications for distributed-memory systems, that is able to adapt the program to the execution platform at runtime, delivering good performance.
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